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PARTY/SPECIAL EVENT
NEW PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Easy RFID Pro tracking solution
845-709-8885; easyrfidpro.com
The handheld Easy RFID Pro tracking solution from Easy RFID Pro, Poughquag, N.Y., tracks incoming 
and outgoing assets such as tents, inflatables, linens and more. Users can add multiple devices 
by department or give tent installers the option to scan products in the field. The system can help 
warehouse teams get the complete picture of assets they are unloading and if they need to be 
washed, repaired or returned to stock.

EverBlock, a Div. of Versare Solutions,  
portable partition 
844-725-6398; versare.com
The Versare Room Divider 360 folding portable partition from EverBlock, a 
Div. of Versare Solutions, New York, features 360-degree rotating hinges. 
The portable divider can be used to create a wide variety of shapes from 
“L” edges to circular “C” shapes, or straight free-standing dividers.

Georgia Expo Manufacturing Corp.  
vinyl tent block covers
770-408-1060; georgiaexpo.com
The vinyl tent block covers from Georgia Expo Manufacturing Corp., Suwanee, Ga., are 
made from heavy-duty vinyl and sized for the most popular tent blocks, the company says. 
The covers are designed to handle outdoor conditions while complementing the look 
of the tent. The covers are available in a glossy, white finish with a corresponding stitch 
color along the bottom so the user can keep track of each size for inventory. The product 
features holes for tie-off points.
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Eureka! The Tent Co. canopy
800-235-2607; eurekapartytents.com
The Revolution™ canopy from Eureka! The Tent Co., Binghamton, N.Y., features  
15-ft. side pole spacing. The tents are available in 15 by 15 ft., 30 by 30 ft.,  
30 by 45 ft., and 30 by 60 ft. sizes. They feature one-piece tops made from  
13-oz. white blockout. The canopy comes with a tent bag and sidewall rope 
permanently installed.
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